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In November 2015, the Better Regulation Delivery Office (BRDO) commissioned
Professor Christopher Hodges to produce a brief introduction to the key concepts
explored in his recently published book, ‘Law and Corporate Behaviour: Integrating
Theories of Regulation, Enforcement, Compliance and Ethics’, which examines the
theories and practice of how to control corporate behaviour through regulatory
techniques, drawing on the principal theories of deterrence, economic rational acting,
responsive regulation, and the findings of behavioural psychology.
The aim of this paper is to provide regulators and others with an interest in developments
in regulatory delivery with an overview of the research theories and empirical evidence
noted in the book, and of the author’s proposition of a new theory of ‘ethical regulation’.
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Executive summary
This report summarises the current evidence that supports how public regulators in a
contemporary Western European democracy should seek to affect the market behaviour of
traders. It draws especially on the findings of behavioural psychology, shared ethical values,
and economic and cultural incentives. The basic idea is one of a collaborative approach
between businesses, their stakeholders and public officials, based on a shared ethical
approach. It recognises a series of points. First, that compliant behaviour cannot be
guaranteed by regulation alone, and that ethical culture in business is an essential
component that should be promoted and not undermined. Second, that regulatory and other
systems need to be designed to provide evidence of business commitment to ethical
behaviour, on which trust can be based. Third, that systemic learning has to be based on
capture of information, and that maximising the reporting of problems requires a no blame
culture. Fourth, that regulation will be most effective where it is based on the collaborative
involvement of all parties. Fifth, that society needs to be protected from those who seek to
break laws, and that people expect that wrongdoing deserves proportionate sanctions.

Wide powers and discretion: what should be used when?
Officials who are responsible for enforcing regulatory law now have a very considerable
variety and range of enforcement measures in their toolbox (ranging from inspection to
support and advice), backed by criminal, civil and reputational sanctions, and in some cases
the ability to achieve redress. How should officers aim to use these powers?
This paper aims to summarise the fundamental basis on which an enforcement or regulatory
officer should select particular powers from the toolbox, so as to achieve regulatory
outcomes, recognising the importance of professional competence in exercising regulatory
discretion. The UK is regarded as a world leader in innovative approaches to regulation. 2
Developing an effective general approach to ‘enforcement’ is regarded internationally as an
area that is undeveloped but highly important. 3 Empirical evidence from behavioural
psychology and regulatory practice suggests the regulatory approach that is summarised
here.

Fundamental values
The essence of a modern democracy is based on respect for others, expressed through
support for fundamental human rights. Applying that political policy to a vibrant market
economy produces the result that society supports mutual exchange through honest trade so
as to improve the common good. Trade and harmonious society function on the basis of
trust. So the purpose of regulation of business activity is to enable widespread trust in
traders, on the basis of which a healthy, sustainable and growing economy can exist, which
in turn supports employment, social stability and innovation.
Regulation evolved from a historical model in which a powerful individual ‘commanded and
controlled’ the actions of his inferiors, exercising unfettered authority through enforcement by
fear of imposing harsh punishments on those who did not obey, with or without justification.
In contemporary society, that vertical authoritative model is replaced by a more horizontal
model of mutual trust. Even if regulatory bodies hold significant power to enforce the law,
they must act fairly, proportionately, following due process, and be accountable for their
actions. Enforcement agencies may hold significant power and sometimes instigate major
sanctions, but are subject to constraints. This paper aims to suggest how a 21st century
public officer should approach ‘enforcement’, at least in the context of the regulatory
structures that exist in the UK.
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How people make decisions: fairness, proportionality,
morality
Decisions are made by people rather than by organisations, although the structures,
systems, objectives, culture and incentives that operate within organisations can affect the
decisions made by the people who work in them. The focus of affecting compliance with laws
should therefore be on affecting both the behaviour of individuals and the organisational
environment.
Empirical research has found that people obey rules where: 4
a. the rule corresponds to their internal moral value system;
b. the rule has been made fairly; and
c. the rule is applied fairly. 5
Individuals do not need to be familiar with every legal rule, but generally operate on a broad
sense of justice. When faced with a particular situation, the individual may draw on examples
of a social norm or custom as a means of guiding social compliance and normative
orientation. 6 So learning and remembering graphic situations will be a useful tool, as will
reminders. 7
We now know a lot about how people make decisions, including why they may irrationally
break rules, or make predictable mistakes. 8 Human behaviour is strongly responsive to social
influences: people want to conform to the perceived behaviour of other people, 9 and that
influence can overcome known facts or one’s own ideological worldview. 10 Such influence
supports findings that motivating factors for directors to engage with health and safety
requirements included fear of loss of reputation. 11 People can be influenced by how
information is presented or ‘framed’, so that information that is vivid and salient can have a
larger impact on behaviour than information that is statistical and abstract. People often
display loss aversion: they may well dislike losses more than they like corresponding gains. 12
People have difficulties in assessing probability: people often show unrealistic optimism, 13
may neglect or disregard the issue of probability, especially when strong emotions are
triggered, 14 and when emotions are strongly felt, may focus on the outcome and not on the
probability that it will occur. 15 Judgments about probability are often affected by whether a
recent event comes readily to mind. 16 People’s respect for all rules and for the system
generally will be undermined where they see that rules are not being enforced evenly and
fairly. 17
A substantial body of empirical research supports the ‘soft enforcement’ approach of
supporting compliance, in areas such as in care homes for the elderly, 18 water pollution, 19
occupational health and safety, particularly on railways, 20 environmental protection, 21 the
mining industry, 22 manufacturing in Thailand, 23 food businesses, 24 the activities of a range of
Australian agencies, 25 Danish farming, 26 and UK fish protection. 27 There is little in this work
that supports enforcement practices based on deterrence or a theory that people make
decisions based on economic calculations – in most situations.
An inquiry by the UK National Audit Office found that UK businesses, in particular SMEs,
often lack clarity about how to comply. 28 Research by different agencies found that SMEs
believe that they are complying until a person they respect points out that they could
improve, after which they usually follow the advice. 29 This evidence influenced official
thinking that much behaviour is affected by information, advice, support, and reminders –
consistent with psychological research.
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Primary Authority builds on this by harnessing the relationships that organisations such as
trade associations have with their members to identify current regulatory issues for those
businesses and disseminate robust guidance to them, providing the regulator with an
efficient means of supporting improvements in compliance. For example, the National
Federation of Meat and Food Traders works in partnership with its primary authority,
Horsham District Council, to get authoritative guidance to its membership of small,
independent butchers.
The use of advice and persuasion as the first step for enforcement officers was set out in the
Hampton Report of 2005. 30 The first objective of the six Sentencing Principles set out by
Richard Macrory is to aim ‘to change the behaviour of the offender’, 31 and accompanied a
similar broadening in the purposes of the criminal justice system. 32 Similarly, the UK
Government’s statutory code of practice for regulators, the Regulators’ Code, 33 stresses the
need for regulators to adopt a positive and proactive approach towards ensuring compliance,
requiring that:
•

regulators should carry out their activities in a way that supports those they regulate to
comply and grow; and

•

regulators should ensure clear information, guidance and advice is available to help
those they regulate meet their responsibilities to comply. 34

As an example of this approach, the addition of ‘enhanced consumer measures’ to the
toolbox of enforcement powers for consumer protection legislation in the Consumer Rights
Act 2015 aims to empower enforcers to achieve fair outcomes through compliance, redress
and choice. 35

Consequences of the findings of behavioural psychology
The findings of behavioural psychology noted above suggest the following conclusions in
relation to regulatory action.
1) The regulatory system will be most effective in affecting the behaviour of individuals
where it supports ethical and fair behaviour.
2) Businesses should demonstrate constant evidence of their commitment to fair and
ethical behaviour that will support the trust of regulators and enforcers, as well as of
all levels of management and employees, customers, suppliers, investors and other
stakeholders.
3) A blame culture will inhibit learning and an ethical culture, so businesses and
regulators should support an essentially open collaborative culture.
4) Regulatory systems need to be based on collaboration if they are to support an ethical
regime, as well as maximising performance, compliance and innovation.
5) Where people break rules or behave immorally, people expect to see a proportionate
response.
We will now examine how each of these five points can be realised in practice:
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1. Supporting ethical and fair behaviour
If the regulatory system is to encourage and support ethical behaviour by traders,
regulators/enforcers have a critical role to play. They should adopt the right incentives and
actions that support, and do not hinder, efforts by individuals and businesses to behave
ethically. For example, regulators should adopt published enforcement policies that
recognise business commitment to an ethical approach. Imposing a punitive response to
non-compliance that arises despite ethical behaviour would be counter-productive.
It will be important to influence both individual and group behaviour. The culture of an
organisation is a vital component. Many reports following the financial services crisis in 2008
noted the inadequacy of responding by imposing a multitude of rules whilst ignoring the need
to create and nurture an ethical culture within banks. 36 Since then, however, the extensive
imposition of new regulation has prompted a demand for increased certainty through more
rules, reducing the ability of individuals on the front line to think for themselves and
diminishing their power and responsibility of acting responsibly.
Studies into successful businesses have consistently pointed to their adoption of a culture
based upon values in which everyone is aligned to focus on the achievement of desired
outcomes – especially if the goals and means are ethical. Such a culture will generate ideas
for improvement (innovation), in which complaints are treated as gifts, 37 lessons are applied,
and things put right when they have gone wrong.

2. Ethical business
How can businesses behave ethically? The requirement is for a business to adopt ethical
business practices in everything that is done throughout the organisation. 38 Codes on
individual aspects, such as production, waste, marketing or social responsibility, are not
enough: the approach has to be holistic. It has to be led from the top, but to exist at every
level of the social groups within an organisation. Studies on the causes of sustained longterm business success have concluded that it is critical to establish clear core values, which
are shared by all members of the workforce, form an ideology that is enduring and able to be
applied consistently in different trading and geographical circumstances, whilst operational
goals are constantly examined and developed. 39
It is essential to provide evidence of trust that an organisation operates with ethical values, to
support independent judgment on whether an expectation of ethical behaviour is warranted. 40
Mere claims by a company that it can be trusted will clearly not suffice. Mechanisms should
be designed to produce reliable evidence of trust. This may include aspects such as: a deep
and consistent adherence to ethical principles; a high proportion of satisfied customers;
consistent application of compliance systems and audits; transparency; ethical governance
structures; belonging to an external professional structure that has high ethical principles and
provides ongoing training, help lines, auditing and sanctions; effective use of internal Ethics
Ambassadors; 41 and structures enabling decisions to be debated to test ethical compliance,
evaluated against external views, and made transparent. These sources of evidence will be
mutually reinforcing, so as to provide density. 42

3. An open culture
Transparency is one of the features of ethical environments. The regulatory systems in which
learning and maintenance of performance is critically important – such as civil aviation, 43
pharmacovigilance, and workplace health and safety – approach ‘regulation’ as a
behavioural system to support people making the right decisions through constant learning.
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The approach is based on the recognition that both human error and system error are
unavoidable, 44 and that multiple descriptions of events are plausible, so that finding truth in
relation to making changes in how things are done requires multiple inputs. 45 A critical issue
is to identify why a hazard occurred, what factors (environmental, organisational, human,
cultural, etc.) were potential causative factors, and how the risk of a similar event occurring
again can be reduced. This recognises that no system will be able to prevent every adverse
event from occurring. The focus should be on constant monitoring and learning from events
so as to improve performance and reduce risk.
However, individuals will not volunteer information if they fear attracting criticism or blame. 46
So it is essential – in the absence of obvious or serious wrongdoing – to encourage an ‘open
culture’ of sharing and questioning, rather than a ‘blame culture’. 47 Such an approach could
have been applied in financial services by triggering a review of simple questions such as ‘Is
this practice ethical?’, ‘Is this product in the best interests of the customer?’, or ‘Does this
customer need this product?’ It is an approach that could transform the NHS. If a no blame
culture is to be successful, blame has to be removed from all of the relevant contexts within
which people work: regulation (of entities, systems and professionals), employment, liability
and social. Essentially, blame is replaced by a collaborative approach to problem-solving,
rather than an adversarial relationship between individuals in the organisation as well as with
regulators.
An approach based on learning and improvement supports a coordinated intra-company and
external-regulatory response to problems that – instead of blaming – proceeds through the
following steps: openly clarifying all the facts; full investigation to identify what went wrong
and how to reduce the risk that any human in a similar situation would repeat the undesired
behaviour; implementing such responsive measures by all relevant actors; redressing any
harm caused; and imposing professional, employment and public sanctions that respond to
the degree of moral fairness.

4. A collaborative regime
It is important that regulators and businesses collaborate, rather than having an adversarial
and distanced relationship, and that such collaboration is transparent to outsiders, who can
see that lessons are constantly being learned. Both systems for business management,
compliance and risk, 48 and for regulation, involve essential mechanisms based on circulation
of information so as to monitor performance, identify risks and make improvements.
Examples of regulatory information systems are the pharmacovigilance system for
medicines, 49 the RAPEX system for general product safety, 50 the ‘safeguard procedure’ 51
and post-marketing surveillance system for engineered products, 52 and the ‘RIDDOR’
legislation for workplace health and safety. 53
The objective here should be to improve outputs through combining public and business
regulatory systems in structured, supervised co-regulatory structures. Many examples of coregulation already exist in the UK, such as in advertising, pharmaceutical promotion, financial
lending, franchising, and the business codes of many sectors. 54
In respect of local authority regulation, Primary Authority embeds collaboration through
individual agreements within which the separate and complementary efforts of business and
regulator are recognised. Such co-regulatory structures can be developed to include
commitment to ethical behaviour and mechanisms that generate the evidence to support a
relationship of trust.
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Agreements can include commitments by businesses or trade associations to share
information and shoulder responsibility for significant elements of inspection and education,
so that the regulator is better informed and may act in a supervisory or strategic oversight
role, whilst still retaining the abilities to intervene and impose behavioural controls and
sanctions if necessary. The existence and operation of the collaborative relationship must be
fully transparent, allowing workers, customers, suppliers and others to see evidence of how
the system operates, and monitoring the accurate and reliable performance of each task.

5. Fair and proportionate responses
An ethical and fair culture, whether within an organisation or in a regulatory enforcement
regime, has to be seen to respond to problems and wrongdoing by distinguishing between
people who are basically trying to do the right thing and those who are not – essentially an
issue of motivation. It is important that enforcement responses should be fair and
proportionate. Part of this is ensuring that the responsibility is attributed to the highest
relevant level of management within an organisation, rather than the foot soldier who may be
a victim of the system or of wilfully blind or ‘immoral’ management. This approach accords
with the concept of ‘responsive regulation’. Thus, if people engage in activity that is criminal,
people expect to see the law upheld and for there to be a proportionate response. But where
people have been trying to do the right thing, or have been generally, but not wilfully,
ignorant about how to do things, adopting a punitive response would be seen as unfair, and
hence would undermine general willingness to comply.
Successive UK governments have based their approaches to enforcement on the proposition
that ‘most people try to do the right thing most of the time’, and that what is needed is to
support good performance, innovation and economic growth through information, education
advice, encouragement and appreciation. 55 In most situations, the focus needs to be on
improving the behaviour of the people who may make mistakes, but also on the structures,
systems, objectives, culture and incentives of traders’ organisations that affect the actions
and decisions made by the people who work in them.
That approach can be contrasted with an approach that is repressive, deterrent or heavyhanded. The latter approach is now rarely adopted by UK enforcement agencies, at least for
businesses that are basically ‘trying to do the right thing’. The idea that a person will obey the
law because of fear that a breach will be punished, so it is better to conform than suffer, has
been shown to be effective only where individuals perceive there to be a high risk of
identification, from which they will suffer embarrassment and loss of reputational esteem. (In
addition, we know from the research mentioned earlier that individuals are not skilled at
assessing risk.) Achieving that perception on a widespread basis may be prohibitively
expensive. Ruling by fear in a modern democracy is an unattractive and arguably
unconstitutional policy. Further, behavioural psychology does not support the idea that future
compliance (deterrence) is increased by imposing a stronger penalty.
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Conclusions
The evidence outlined above suggests the following conclusions:

1. Regulation is often about affecting behaviour
In order to be effective regulation should be viewed as producing desirable behaviour by the
people involved. The norms of the working groups should be aligned with those of the wider
society in which they operate. In a democratic society, this means they should be ethical.
Where such values are shared and are ethical, compliance and performance will be
maximised. The same conditions should support commercial success through demonstrating
a reputation for ethical practice that can be trusted.

2. Ethical culture and collaboration
Businesses should be encouraged to adopt ethical practice throughout their organisations
and activities. Regulatory systems and actions should support and incentivise this.
Collaborative agreements such as the Primary Authority model could include requirements
that support business ethics.
Supporting ethical commercial behaviour requires leadership and support from all
stakeholders, including staff, customers, suppliers, investors, competitors and commentators
– and regulators, politicians and the media. There should be a culture not just of achieving
the relevant regulatory and behavioural standards but also of continuous learning and
improvement. The culture should involve accountability to share all relevant information on a
no-blame basis, so that the data on which performance, improvement and innovation can be
based will be maximised. If a no-blame culture is to be effective, it must exist across all
relevant aspects, including employment relationships, systemic regulation, professional
regulation, and business units.
The culture should be based on regular questioning and evaluation of whether decisions and
actions are in fact ‘doing the right thing’. This will involve structures and behaviours, which
enable transparent and verifiable certainty, internally and externally. What is ethical should
be subject to debate, and updated as opinions change.

3. Response to adverse events
In most cases, where people are acting in good faith, the appropriate response to adverse
events is to support them to analyse and learn rather than to blame. Failures should be noted
and acknowledged, rather than ignored, and an appropriate response made.
Where actions are immoral, or accountability as described above has not been observed, a
proportionate response should be made. Enforcement policies should generally avoid the
concept of deterrence, since it has limited effect on behaviour, conflicts with a learning-based
performance culture, and is undemocratic.
Where sanctions are imposed, the totality of the sanctions should be proportionate to the
degree of moral culpability involved. That requires an equalisation as between all of the
various factors: social response, reputational and public response, employment discipline
response, civil redress response, and regulatory or criminal response.
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4. Better regulation impact
Adoption of a robust and evidenced ethical business regulatory system would enable the
regulatory architecture to be rationalised to consist of:
a. high level general principles, such as to trade fairly, respect human rights;
b. providing detail at a lower tier, in guidance at sectoral (trade association), internal
(group or corporate), or area (Chambers of Commerce for SMEs) levels.
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